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Over 1000 Speakers Represent 
Colleges at Texas 
Debate 
5 FROM HERE ATTEND 
\ Accompanied by Professor 
Harry Raymond Pierce 
Professor Harry Raymond 
pierce and six Rollins College stu-
dents left last Friday for Hous-
ton, Texas, to compete in the na-
. tional intercollegiate speaking 
contests at the Eleventh Biennial 
Convention of Pi Kappa Delta, na-
tional forensic fraternity, being 
held from March 29 through 
April 3. 
\ Over 10 colleges and universities 
throughout the United States are 
represented by more than a thou-
sand college orators, debaters, pub-
lic speakers, and extemporaneous 
speakers at the forensic gathering 
in Houston. Last year in the South 
Atlantic division of the national 
• organization, Rollins captured two 
firsts, debate and oratory, and 
two third's, extemporaneous and 
I after dinner speaking, in the only 
(
four divisions of competition. 
Sterling Olmstead of East Hart-
ford, Conn., and James Holden of 
Hackettstown, N. J., were crowned 
debating champions of the South 
Atlantic province at the meeting 
; la&t year. Holden and Olmstead 
t are representing Rollins at Hous-ton in debate and extemporaneous speaking. David Bothe of Ore-land, Pa., alternate on this year's 
I debating team, is competing in the 
j oratory division at the convention. 
I Other students with Professor 
If Pierce are Betty Test of Akron, 
I Ohio, who is in the debate and ex-
f temporaneous speaking contests; 
and Polly Raoul of Sarasota, who 
is in the oratory division. 
t Professor Pierce, who is gover-
f nor of the South Atlantic Province 
of Pi Kappa Delta, is one of the 
most successful teachers of speech 
in the south. His Rollins debating 
teams have met with great success 
since he has been acting as coach, 
In 1933 the Rollins debating team 
met the Columbia University de-
bating team in a contest that was 
broadcast over a national network, 
(Complete Campus Coverage) NUMBER 24 
Seniors Needing Loan 
Are to See Mr. Brown 
Seniors in need of money for 
spring term or graduation ex-
penses are requested to apply 
to the Senior Loan Fund com-
mittee. Mr. E. T. Brown is 
treasurer of the committee. All 
correspondence and loans made 
will be kept confidential. 
A loan fund for needy seniors 
established at Rollins College 
enables students planning to 
graduate this year to borrow 
money for their graduation ex-
penses. 
As First Water Flowed Through Boulder Dam 
i S I C FESIIVAL 
HELDAieOLLINS 
Annual Program Honoring 
Bach Presented 
VESPER SERVICE HELD 
•GONGERT IS GIVEN 
Program Presented March 19 
in Recreational Hall 
HELEN MOORE SOLOIST 
By Jack Carter 
The fourth Thursday evening 
concert of the Symphony Orches-
tra of Central Florida at Winter 
Park was presented on March 19th, 
under the baton of Harve Clemens. 
The program consisted of Dvo-
rak's Carneval Overture; Mozart's 
Concerto in A Major for piano and 
orchestra with Helen Moore as as-
sisting artist; Schubert's Overture 
to "Rosamunde"; Wagner's 
"Dreams", and the Capriccio Es-
pagnol of Rimsky-orsakow. 
The orchestra displayed a finer 
l^lance of tone between the 
rious groups of instruments than 
in the past, and in spite of the fact 
that there were a few faults in 
execution and ensemble by the or-
chestra in several of the numbers, 
they must be overlooked when one 
considers that concerts approach-
ing a professional standard are 
presented by a too infrequently re-
hearsed organization comprised 
somewhat of non-,-professionals. 
The soloist of the evening was 
Miss Helen Moore, professor of 
piano in the Rollins College Con-
servatory of Music, who gave a 
splendid performance of the lovely 
and graceful Mozart concerto. Well 
known to Winter Park's music lov-
ers through her many local ap-
pearances, she is known by some 
*s a pianist who is also a musi-
(Continued on page 2, col. 6) 
By Durl Rodgers 
Rollins College held its yearly 
festival in honor of Johann Sebas-
tian Bach on Sunday. 
The revival of Bach's works, for 
which the world owes Mendelssohn 
such a debt, was the strongest sin-
gle factor in the development of 
music in the nineteenth century, 
and has continued ever since as 
many be seen not only from glow-
ing tributes paid to him by modern 
composers, but also by the grow-
ing popularity of programs de-
voted entirely to his works. 
Rollins College has been helping 
in keeping up the revival of Bach's 
works hy a music festival each 
year during which time a day is 
set aside for the enjoyment of his 
compositions. 
The first observance of the fes-
tival was at the morning medita-
tion at the Knowles Memorial 
Chapel on Sunday morning, as the 
Rollins A Capella Choir, under 
the d'irection of Christopher Ho-
naas, rendered his Motet for Dou-
ble Choir, "Blessing, Glory and 
Wisdom and Thanks," while Her-
man Siewert officiating at the or-
gan played his "Cathedral Pre-
lude" in E minor and, as an organ 
postlude, his "Fugue" in E minor. 
In the afternoon, a special ves-
per hour was presented at 5 o'clock 
in which only Bach music was 
played. Mr. Siewert opened the 
program with an organ solo, "Toc-
cata and Fugue" in D minor, which 
was followed by a violin solo by 
Gretchen Cox, "Adagio" from So-
nota in C major and "Air on G 
String". 
Next, the treble octet, including 
Lilias Parker, Katharine Winches-
ter, Charlotte Cadman and Geral-
dine Wachtell, sopranos; Dorothy 
(Continued on page 2, col. 5) 
Here Is a striking aerial view ol magnificent Boulder Dam, as government engineers turned the first 
water Into Its giant spillways while testing various equipment just Installed. Some Idea of the Im-
mensity of this project may be gained from the tact that the torrent from the dam's Bplilways was 
believed great enough to float a battleship. 
Tryouts for Next Year's 
Editor Stari this Issue 
Starting with the present is-
sue of the Rollins Sandspur 
each edition for the next three 
weeks will be edited by students 
intending to become candidates 
for the editorship during the 
college year, 1936-37. 
The present issue is publish-
ed under the guidance of Robert 
Van Beynum. The issues of 
April 8 and April 15 will also 
be edited by next year's candi-
ROOSEVELlSAfiE 
PRESS ELEGINS 
10 BE HELD SOON 
Applications Must Be Filed 
With Board Secretary 
SEVEN POSITIONS OPEN 
Candidates for publications posi-
tions at Rollins College during the 
college year 1936-37 are asked to 
file their applications with Mr. E. 
T. Brown, secretary of the Rollins 
Publications Union. 
Elections will be held at a meet-
ing of the Publications Union about 
April 1. The following offices will 
elected at that time: Editors 
business managers of the 
three student publications, the 
Rollins Sandspur, the Flamnigo, 
and the Tomokan, and the adver-
tising manager of the publications. 
To become candidates for these 
offices students m.ust have had at 
least one year's experience on some 
publication, either on the editorial 
or the business staff. 
The candidates should make out 
a letter of application addressed 
to Mr. Brown. The letter should 
give full information about the 
candidate, his experience on stu-
dent publications both here and in 
preparatory school, his class, and 




By Arthur Dear, Jr. 
Vague Suggestion 
Futile Success 
Just as Rational 
Labor Organizes 
Limiting the Court 
Student Tells of Perils Encountered 
on Bus Trip North in Flood District 
By Leo Suck 
I left Winter Park on Wednes-
day, March 18, on a Greyhound 
bus headed for New York. After 
:xceptionally cool morning the 
ther cleared up. I' 
but not unpleasant night when we 
ed North Carolina and part of 
Virginia. Towards the morning, 
however, the sky became overcast 
and after a short time it began to 
A number of passengers were 
expressing worries about the con-
dition of the roads in and around 
Washington. Recently the flood 
had taken on perilous dimensions 
and it was rumored that the 
bridges might be closed and that 
we would not get through. We 
were some six miles from Wash-
ington when our bus was stopped 
by police officers who had put a 
barrier across the road. Accord-
ing to their story the road was 
under water and unpassable. They 
told the driver that he would have 
to go back or else risk a muddy 
and slope dirt road, part of a de-
tour that would bring us nearer 
to Washington, but still not across 
the river. 
The driver turned the bus and 
back we went, headed for the de-
tour. The issue was complicated 
further, because there was no reg-
ular connection between the mam 
highway and that dirt road. We 
followed, howevre, the way other 
cars had taken before us, namely 
ght across a half-a-mile of field 
through deep mud. The passen-
gers became excited, of course, and 
started betting on whether we 
would ever get through. The driver 
was very confident and bet a sup-
cool j per with his negro assistant. 
Through much mud and water, 
and after a time that seemed end-
less to us, we arrived finally in 
Alexandria. Officials of the com-
pany met us in Alexandria. From 
them we learned that all bridgt 
except the new concrete Memorial 
Bridge, had been closed' in the 
ly afternoon. This was going to 
be closed shortly, because 
water was steadily rising. The 
driver was told to hurry up, be-
fore it was too late. 
Again we had to use detours, 
this time not only muddy and nar-
row, but also with heavy traffic 
coming from Washington. The 
bad situation was shown by the 
fact that our bus was scraped 
twice, once badly, by passing 
trucks. About halfway across the 
bridge, the road was half-a-foot 
under water. This proved fatal to 
the bus, because the driver being 
unable to see the road clearly hit 
g hole in the road. The bus 
received a very hard shock. We 
thought that the axle was broken, 
but luckily nothing of that sort 
had happened. We probably had 
struck the ground with the under-
structure. 
Fi'om now on progress was very 
slow. Hundreds of cars were lined 
(Continued on page 6, col. 1) 
"The trend of re-employment is 
upward. But this trend, at its 
present rate of progress, is inade-
quate. I propose, therefore, that 
we ask private business to extend 
its operations so as to absorb an 
increasing number of the unem-
ployed. . . ." President Roosevelt 
recently told Congress. 
Presidents should not be as 
vague as that. Business would 
like to extend its operations, 
without being asked. But will 
it face the facts squarely? 
Will it cut hours of labor to 
30 a week? Will it maintain 
wages? Will it read the fig-
ures of men wanting work, 
compare them with the jobs 
open in 1929 or 1928, and in-
dulge in simple arithmetic-
That rugged individualism can 
go so far as to hang itself if giv-
en enough rope is one of the con-
clusions deducible from the fact 
that Fascist leader Benito Musso-
liini last week promised nationali-
zation of Italy's armament fac-
tories, major industries, bankers 
and wheat distributors. But tak-
ing a cue from the abject failure 
of the NRA, or elsewhere, he is 
leaving the "little man" unregulat-
ed and unmolested, any more than 
he has been all along. 
Steel plants and ordinance 
manufacturers by agitating for 
bigger and better armies and 
navies and thus tending to-
ward international conflict 
and chemical plants leading in 
the same direction wit htheir 
high tariff demands are our 
greatest rugged individualists. 
And their wars, by driving 
their own countries into eco-
nomic difficulties, make na-
tionalization of their busi-
nesses economically necessary. 
Cf. Italy. It must be discour-
aging to succeed so futilely. 
Princeton undergraduate Louis 
T. Gorin attracted national atten-
tion, both vitriolic and laudatory, 
as Commander of the Veterans of 
Future Wars, a recently formed 
undergraduate movement demand-
ing immediate payment of ?1,000 
as a war bonus for its members 
"so we can enjoy it while we are 
healthy". Other universities and 
are rapidly forming af-
filiated units. 
All the veteran organiza-
tions, with one notable excep-
tion, and all "red baiters" im-
mediately condemned the idea. 
For example the old V. F. W. 
leader termed the Princeton-
ians a "bunch of yellow mon-
keys", but the leader of the 
A. V. A., the only veteran or-
(Continued on page 6, col. 1) 
HELO IN IHEAIRE 
Florida High Schools Compete 
for Scholarships 
SPONSORED BY PHI BETA 
The annual music contest spon-
sored by Phi Beta Music Society 
was held March 27 and 28 in the 
Annie Russell Theatre. 
The contests covered the fields 
of violin study, piano, voice, or-
chestration, glee club. 
Broadus Erie of Sarasota won 
first place in Class A of the violin-
ists, while Eillie Ray Hall of St. 
Petersburg placed second in this 
class. 
Ely Haimowitz of Orlando, and , 
Estella Mae Bowles of Jacksonville 
won first and second places re-
spectively in Class A of pianists. 
In Class B for piano. Daphne 
Takach of Sanford and Marelle 
Haley of Wildwood placed first 
and second. 
In voice. Class A, Lloyd Stahl 
of St. Petersburg took first place 
with James Farmer, also of St. 
Petersburg, coming in second. 
Barbara Peden and Emily 
Brown, both of St. Petersburg, 
(Continued on page 6, col. 3) 
Dr. of Literature Conferred 
On President 
HOLT CONFERS DEGREE 
On Monday, March 21, Rollins 
College conferred on President 
Roosevelt, the honorary degree of 
Litt. D., and to Mrs. Roosevelt the 
Sullivan Medallion Award. 
Arriving at Winter Park by spe-
cial train at 9:30 a. m., President 
and Mrs. Roosevelt were greeted 
by a welcoming crowd. From 
there they motored in escort to the 
Knowles Memorial Chapel, where 
the Convocation exercises were 
held. 
President John J. Tigert of the 
University of Florida read the 
citation for Mr. Roosevelt before 
Hamilton Holt conferred the de-
gree. "He assumed the office of 
presidency in one of the blackest 
hours in history of the Republic," 
said Mr. Tigert. "It was a mo-
ment when the slightest suspicion 
of indecision might have precipi-
tated a panic, if not a revolution. 
It was a time for leadership, for 
courage, for sublime faith. He ex-
hibited all three." 
Upon presenting the Algernon 
Sydney Sullivan Award to Mrs. 
Roosevelt, Dr. Holt said, "You 
have made your home the radiat-
ng center of youth, laughter, af-
fection and good breeding, and yet 
at the same time you have stead-
fastly followed the self same path 
of public service as wife of the 
President of the Republic that you 
did before you shared with your 
husband the highest office in the 
gift of the American people." 
President Roosevelt gave a short 
talk praising the Rollins system 
of higher education and' outlining 
the facts of his new proposed pro-
cessing tax. He commented that it 
was the first time he had seen his 
better half in a cap and gown. 
Will Enact Ballet, "Cross 
Current", Extremely 
Modern 
STAGED IN T H E A T R E 
Will Be Miss Gibbons' First 
Appearance Here 
Mila Gibbons and the Rollins 
Dance Group will present a recital 
Friday, April 3, in the Annie Rus-
sell Theatre at 8:15 P. M. 
This will be the first time Miss 
Gibbons has ever performed in 
America. She has not danced in 
public since she came to America 
last summer, but has been work-
on this new program. Most 
of her dances have been composed 
since her coming to Rollins in the 
Fall. 
She came to teach the modem 
dance and to form the Rollins 
Dance Group who will dance the 
second half of the program. They 
will enact a ballet, "Cross Cur-
rent", that is extremely modem in 
theme and staging. The scenario, 
choreography and costuming were 
all created by Miss Gibbons. 
Try-outs for the several roles 
took place immediately after the 
Christmas vacation although the 
Dance Group had' already taken 
form and had started training. 
Eleven dancers, Helene Keywan, 
Geraldine Wachtell, Florence Kel-
ley, Helen Jennison, Peggy Bash-
ford, Laura Lou Lincoln, Betsy 
Munson, Betty Davis, Mary Dud-
ley, Nan Poeller, Bets Richards 
and Jack Giltinan, compose the 
main body of the group, and these 
enact the twenty-one roles in the 
ballet. Besides these parts a mass 
group of ten people forms the 
background for the dancers. 
The program is as follows: 
Mila Gibbons in Six Dances: 




Debussy Suite—Jack Carter. 
4. Shades—Maupan. 
5. Nocturne—Boulanger. 
(Dante Bergonzi, violinist.) 
6. Mazurka Paysanne — Leo 
Kok. 
Intermission. 
Toccata and Fugue in D Minor 
by Bach (Jack Carter, pianist). 
(Continued on page 2, col. 4) 
^Good-bye Again/' Reviewer Says, ^^Is 
Typical of End-of-Term Letdown' 
By Frances Perpente 
On Friday, March 20, the Stu-
dent Company closed the winter 
term in the Annie Russell Theatre 
with "Goodbye Again" by Allan 
Scott and George Haight, a play 
typical of the end-of-term let-
down. 
The company was unfortunate 
in staging its comedy the week fol-
lowing the presentation of "Can-
dle-Light". "Goodbye Again" aft-
er "Candle-light" was like tepid 
water after champagne. The situa-
tion itself is slight, manufactured 
from the dilemma of a lecturer-
writer who, stopping off in Cleve-
land for the usual round of Wom-
en's Clubs and department store 
autographing sprees, is pursued by 
a former sweetheart of his college 
days who has since married, but 
urses an almost unquenchable be-
ef that she and the writer are 
destined for each other. The play 
runs to its conclusion on the wri-
ter's wild attempts to escape from 
the woman's determination to di-
', her husband and marry him, 
and his sporadic attempts not to 
alienate his secretary who is also 
his mistress. The action of the 
play is complicated by a smother 
of relatives and connections of the 
former sweetheart all of whom are 
anxious first to separate her from 
the lecturer and later to save her 
honor by enabling her to marry 
him. As it stands the play has P 
high-sehoolish quality. One can-
not help feeling that it has beer 
cut, for the situations, if followed 
to their logical conclusions, would 
result in something more sophisti-
cated, and no doubt unfit for the 
boards of the Annie Russell. 
The play had a general air of 
carelessness and indecision. From 
the standpoint of the Student Com-
pany its advantages lay in its type 
characters and in its large and 
varied cast which brought a great 
many of the Rollins actors into the 
public eye. Although the oppor-
tunities for characterization were 
wide, the actors did not utilize 
them to full advantage. 
From the standpoint of the audi-
ence its value was questionable. 
The play fell short of real wit and 
meaning, and suffered from long 
periods of dullness. However, aft- ' 
fair first, and a broken-backed 
second act, both the play and the 
tors revived sufficiently to bring 
certain verve and comic interest 
the third act. Fortunately 
"Goodbye Again" ended far more 
gayly than it began. 
William Pearce's performance as 
Kenneth, the writer, although out-
standing, was more uneven than 
his usual work. Mr. Pearce's tal-
ent for pantomime was however, 
clearly evidenced in the scenes in 
which he held the stage alone, and 
during the card-playing-in-bed 
scene of the last act. The part 
'lad its bright places, and good 
^nes, but after almost every bit of 
effective comedy, after almost 
(Continued on page 2, col. 3) 
INGARAGGIDENT 
Rollins Students All Escape 
Serious Injuries 
TRUCK DRIVER IS HURT 
Four persons, including three 
Rollins students, narrowly escaped 
serious injury when the car in 
which they were riding struck a 
truck and overturned at the cor-
of Clay Street and Harmon 
Avenue, Winter Park, Monday aft-
The students were Sidney Millar, 
of Harrisburg, Pa., Elliott Baker, 
of New York City, and William 
Whalen of Peekskill, New York. 
Riding with them was Richard 
Horton, also of Peekskull, who was 
visiting Whalen and Baker, 
The automobile was headed west 
on Harmon Avenue when it crash-
ed into a truck, owned by the Dat-
son Dairies, Inc., at the intersec-
tion of Clay and Harmon Avenue. 
The car overturned after strik-
ing the curb. Miss Millar and 
Baker were taken immediately to 
the Orange General Hospital. An 
examination revealed that they had 
received only slight injury. 
Whalen and Horton were taken 
to* the Rollins College Infirmary 
where they were treated for lacera-
tions. 
The driver of the Datson iS&ity 
truck, R. F. Cayll, received a leg 
injury when he was thrown out 
of the cab. His condition was not 
considered serious. 
T H E R O L L I N S S A N D S P U R WEDNESDAY, APRIL 1, 1936 
Staff Member Interviews Dr. Edwin 
R. A. Seligman on Revised Tax System 
By Staff Member 
Discussing the corporation un-
divided profits tax suggested by 
President Roosevelt as part of a 
revised tax system for the United 
States, Dr. Edwin R. A. Seligman, 
Professor Emeritus in Residence of 
Columbia University and the lead-
ing taxation authority of the 
United States, finds "that the new 
tax program is of a mixed char-
acter. The inclusion of dividends 
in the normal (income) tax 
be commended; the conversi 
the corporate tax into a tax on un-
distributed earnings is to be depre-
cated," he writes. 
Opening the interview, the 
learned doctor posed three ques-
tions for himself regarding the tax 
program: "What is it? Why is it? 
What of i t ?" Then limiting him-
self to consideration of the cor-
porate tax changes alone he went 
on to answer them. 
"Although currently discussed as 
a mere change in corporate taxa-
tion the program relates to indi-
viduals as well as to corporati 
Dr. Seligman pointed out. 
"most important feature" was cited 
as that which removes the exemp-
tion of corporate dividends from 
taxation under the normal income 
tax. The other part of the pro-
gram is the change from taxing 
corporations' earnings, or stock 
dividends, to a tax on the funds 
that they put into their surpl' 
accounts, their undivided profits, 
which necessitates an increase in 
the rate of the tax, an approxi-
mate doubling, to avoid loss of 
revenue from corporations. 
Discussing the why of the pro-
posed' tax, apart from increased 
Dr. Seligman cites two 
The first is that by re-
moving the exemption of coi"porate 
stock income from income tax re-
turns, the government is in reality 
raising taxes on personal incomes 
of those only moderately wealthy 
while at the same time ducking an 
unpopular tax bill this year, a 
purely political reason for this 
form of taxation. "The second al-
leged reason is to prevent the tax 
exemption of the wealthy and thus 
bring about greater equality. This 
argument is not entirely convinc-
ing," he writes. This skeptical 
conclusion is arrived at in view of 
the ultimate need of reinvesting 
capital which brings the wealthy 
under taxation eventually or the 
possibility of corporations not dis-
tributing their income but paying 
the tax themselves and keeping 
their undivided profits. Also 
there is the consideration of di-
vided profits that go out of the 
country to foreign stockholders and 
thus would escape progressive 
American taxation. 
Coming to the most important 
problem of the whole discussion 
the doctor finally took up the ef- j 
fects of this tax system, looking j 
at them from four viewpoints. 
The taxpayer of moderate j 
means, the doctor showed, will be j 
forced to pay approximately 80% 
more than he does now, while the 
taxpayer of wealth, should his tax 
burden increase at all, will not be 
forced to carry so relatively great 
an extra load. 
Turning to corporations, Dr. 
Seligman writes, "The net result 
in all cases is apt to be irregular-
ity and disorder." This is because 
corporations can avoid the tax en-
tirely by carrying nothing over 
into reserve funds in undivided 
profits by paying it all out in divi-
dends, thus destroying needed re-
serves. The decision as to whether 
or not to carry funds to reserves 
and pay the tax is left up to the 
corporations. This may lead to 
unsound practices. 
The effect of the tax - on the 
economic life of the country in 
general. Dr. Seligman cited as the 
of I most important consideration of 
n- I all, and on this ground he con-
demned it. Calling attention to 
the business cycle, he asked the 
question, "How can we overcome 
these sudden alterations of pros-
perity and distress ?" Corporate 
reserves which the new tax would 
tend to discourage are pointed out 
as cushions against depression. 
Finally attention turns to the 
country's fiscal system. "The 
country's tax system is still in a 
very imperfect state," he writes. 
Pointing out the recent New York 
tax reform program. Dr. Seligman 
j ' j contrasts it with its broadening of 
the tax base to include unincor-
porated business, with the federal 
proposal which actually limits the 
tax base. 
In concluding, Dr. Seligman 
gives two alternatives which would 
increase the federal revenue. One 
is to extend the businesses subject 
to taxation, as New York is doing. 
Secondly he writes, "If more reve-
nues are impei-atively needed and 
if greater equality is sought, why 
not do away with tax exempt 
bonds?" 
(Note: This interview was ob-
tained several weeks ago before. 
the House Ways and Means Com-
mittee had changed the figures: 
submitted by the President. All 
figures, therefore, have been left 
out for fear of misstatement.) 
Light Comedy Ends 
Winter-Play Series 
(Continued from 1, col. 6) 
GAVIl SPEAKS A l 
41K ANNIVERSARY 
Marlen Eldridge Is 
Chosen Delegate to 
Youth Congress Acher. 
'Wanted—A Man" is Topic of 
Sunday Sermon 
CHAPEL OPENED IN '32 
The fourth anniversary of the 
dedication of Knowles Memorial 
Chapel was commemorated on 
Sunday, March 29. The speaker 
of the occasion was Dr. John Pal-
mer Gavit, whose subject was, 
'Wanted—A Man". 
Dr. Gavit chose as his text Es-
ther 4-1-4, and spoke of the inces-
sant change which is the mechan-
of all phenomena. He spoke 
of God as the inherent creative 
power in whom we live, breathe 
and have our being. Everything 
in the world is a thought of God'i, 
whose purposes are inscrutable, 
This life, he asserted, would be 
wretched without the belief in im 
mortality. Dr. Gavit pointed out 
that no one should feel himself 
superfluous in this universe, since 
there is a place for every living 
being. 
The invocation and' litany were 
the same as those used four years 
ago at the dedication service. They 
were read by William Page and 
Nancy Gantt. Seymour Ballard 
read Walter Foss' "House by the 
Side of the Road". The New Tes-
tament Lesson was read' by Mary 
every subtle passage, Mr. Pearce 
showed a tendency to overact. 
Nancy Gantt in her first major 
role in the Annie Russell Theatre, 
that of Anne, the secretary-
mistress, did a consistently good 
piece of work. Miss Gantt has 
the advantages of a natural-
ly excellent stage presence and 
an interesting and unusual 
voice. Her grasp of the role 
was well taken, and one must 
blame the setting and the pre-
sumably expurgated lines for the 
fact that her Anne was lacking at 
first in its fullest meaning. Miss 
Gantt made a polished and poised' 
Anne, however, efficiently exploit-
ing the possibilities of her part. 
She and Mr. Pearce between them 
gave the play what continuity and 
integration it had. 
George Fuller as Harvey, the 
lamb-like husband of Julia, the 
former sweetheart, was a firm aid 
to Mr. Pearce and Miss Gantt. He 
reached the highest point in his 
performance in his long scene 
with Miss Gantt. • Oddly enough 
Mr. Fuller is a better actor seated 
than standing. Some of the best 
lines in the play were his, among 
them a deft characterization of the 
holy institution of matrimony, "We 
have a car, a radio, and a frigi-
daire, but there's still something 
lacking!" Mr. Fuller made a thor-
oughly likeable personality of Har 
vey. 
Frances Hyer as Elizabeth, on( 
of the interfering relatives, and 
Don Bond as Arthur, her pompous 
lawyer fiance, gave an amusing 
and light-drawn bit of comedy 
teamwork. 
orothy Manwaring's portrayal 
of Julia, the sentimental appari 
tion from the writer's past, waf 
steady and smooth, but somehow 
one feels that Miss Manwaring 
missed and underplayed a number 
of her best comedy opportunities. 
Bobby Howard delighted his au-
dience by a zestful and rapid per-
formance. He cleared away a 
number of cobwebs. 
The character studies of Mr. 
Clayton by Henry Stryker, and of 
a maid, by Ethelyn Hilbert were 
deft, particularly that of Miss Hil-
bert. 
Siley 'Vario played a chauffeur. 
Alberto Warren a waiter, and Bet-
ty Test a bellboy, this last for a 
reason not clear to the mind of 
the reviewer. 
"Goodbye Again" did little to 
further or to support the reputa-
tion of the Student Company. I: 
was by far the poorest of the three 
plays presented this season. One 
may merely express a wish to see 
more of Miss Gantt in the near 
future, and hope for better things 
in "The Late Christopher Bean" 
and "Double Door". 
Featured In Recital '36 Bach Festival 
Held Last Sunday 
Continued from page 1, col. 2) 
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Mila Gibbons, teacher of the 
dance at Rollins, will present i 
program of modern interpretive 
dancing at the Annie Russell Thea^ 
tre. 
Dance Group Will 
Give Recital Fri. 
(Continued fro 1, col. 7.) 
"Cross Current" 
(Dancers in order of entrance.) 
Mass with Masques—William 
Pearce, Alice Black, Adelaide An-
derson, Peggy Moore, Alice Booth 
and others. 
The Lovers—Leonard Krupnick, 
Martha May Newby. 
He Who Defeats—William Davis. 
He Who Attempts—Jack Gilti-
Dance of the Two Friends—Ger-
aldine Wachtell, Helene Keywan. 
Dance of the Girl Gently Mad— 
Mila Gibbons. 
Countercurrent. 
Dance of the Carefree—Florence 
Kelly, Betsy Munson, Helene Key-
Dance of War—He Who Dies 
by the Sword, Mila Gibbons; Sol-
diers, Helen Jennison, Mary Dud-
ley, Nan Poeller, Bets Richards. 
Oppressed — Catherine Bailey, 
Mildred Muccia, Joy Billingsley. 
Carrier of the Golden B a l l -
Jack Giltinan. 
Dance of the Golden Ball—Two 
Women, Helene Keywan, Laura L. 
Lincoln; The Rich, Peggy Bash-, 
Gerry Wach-
E. Smith, Hazel Brown, Joy Bill-
ingsley and Virginia R. Smith, al-
tos, sang "O Jesu Sweet, O Jesu 
Mild." 
Leonard Krupnick then present-
ed a group of violincello solos 
which included "Bouree" from C 
major suite, "Sarabande" from G 
major suite, and "Arioso". 
Gretchen Cox and Hai-ve Clem-
ens appeared next, playing the 
"Largo" from the D minor con-
certo for two violins. 
The offertory, "Ave Maria", was 
played by Emelie Sellers Dougher-
ty, organist, and the program was 
concluded with the "Passacaglia" 
in C minor for organ performed by 
Mr. Siewert. 
The evening program consisted 
of a choral concert including the 
chorale "Jesu, Joy of Man's Desir-
ing," three selections from the 
"St. Matthew Passion", and the 
"Magnificat". The selections from 
the "St. Matthew Passion" com-
prised a soprano solo by Aroxie 
Hagopian, a chorale, and a bass 
solo by Lyman Greaves. The 
"Magnificat" was given in its en-
tirety. The chapel choir was aug-
mented by twenty-five voices from 
Winter Park and Orlando and as-
sisted by a small orchestra con-
sisting of Gretchen Cox, violin; 
Harve Clemens, voilin; Dante Ber-
gonzi, viola; Leonard Krupnick, 
'cello; Richard Lord, flute; and 
CALENDER FOR COMING EVENTS 
6:45 p. 
7:15 p. 
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 1 
O D K dinner and meeting 
Peace meeting in Prof. Clarke's 
THURSDAY, APRIL 2 
Junior recital by Hazel Bowe 
at Women's Club 
FRIDAY, APRIL 3 
1 and Lillias Parke 
5:30 p.m. Lenten Vespers 
8:15 p.m. Mila Gibbons in Six Dances and a modern ballet, 
"Cross Current" at the Annie Russell Theatre 
SATURDAY, APRIL 4 
Afternoon Golf match with St. Petersburg Junior College 
here. Tennis match with Miami University 
Senior 
Club 
;ital by Dante Bergonzi at Women's 
Pi Beta Phi all-college dance at Dubsdreai 
SUNDAY, APRIL 5 
m. Morning meditation. Dean Charles A 
speaker 
TUESDAY, APRIL 7 
m. Pi Gamma Mu dinner and initiation 
Fourth Concert by jDate of Beginning 
Symphony Orchestra of 20th Century is 
Given on March 191 Problem for Class 
(Continued from page 1, col. 1) 





n, contralto; Bruce 
tenor, and Lyman 
Greaves, bass. Rev. William H. 
Nenney Jr., read the invocation 
and the benediction was pronounc 
ed' by Dean Charles A. Campbell. 
Sex of Salamanders 
Switched in Study 
An operation that results in 
"switching" the sex of salaman-
ders has been successfully per-
formed under the microscope by 
Dr. Rufus R. Humphrey of the 
University of Bufalo School of 
Medicine. 'Very fine needles and 
small scissors are used in the 
micro-operations, performed when 
the salamanders are in the embryo 
None of the "transformed" sala-
manders have reproduced', Dr. 
Humphrey says, although he at-
„ , n ., T̂  • CT TT n I tributes this failure to improper 
tlel, Betty Davis, Florence Kelly. ,... - ,̂ , , , 
J , „^ „ „ ., . 'conditions m the laboratory. 
Similar sex reversals could not 
Those 'Who Fear—Catherine i 
Bailey, Mildred Muccia, Joy Bill-
gsley. 
A Man—Mila Gibbons. 
Marlen Eldredge, a senior at 
Rollins College, has recently been 
appointed a delegate to a World 
Youth Congress to be held in Ge-
neva, Switzerland, the first week 
of September, 1936. 
Delegates are chosen by the 
League of Nations Association of 
each country, thirty young people 
of the post-war generation being 
admitted as full fledged delegates 
with the right to vote. In addition 
a limited number of observers are 
allowed to attend the meetings of 
the congress. 
This congress will discuss cur-
rent problems of youth in regard 
to unemployment, religion, peace 
and war, all the questions that per-
plex young people in the present 
day. It will then split up into 
three committees which will dis-
cuss special ones of these prob-
lems and try to find' some remedy, 
at least some plan of action in re-
gard to them. 
Noted men and women in the 
field of international affairs will 
also lecture at the first two days' 
meetings. It is hoped that some-
thing constructive may evolve from 
this world congress, other than 
the bettering of friendly relations 
between young people of different 
nations. 
3rd Annual Student 
Strike Against War 
to Be Held April 22 
students in high schools and 
colleges throughout the country will 
be called from their classrooms on 
April 22 to participate in the third 
annual student strike against war, 
it has been announced by Joseph 
P. Lash, executive secretary of the 
American Student Union. 
Citing the recent passage of the 
largest peace-time military bud-
get in American history, includ-
ing extensive appropriations for 
the ROTC, Lash predicted that at 
least 350,000 students would an-
swer the strike call at 11 A. M. on 
that day. 
The date of the walkout has 
been set for later than in previous 
years because of Easter vacations 
which would conflict in many areas 
with an earlier strike, Lash said. 
permanent" chapter of thi 
Liberty League 
been organized at Washingti 
University, St. Louis. 
has 
'There is nothing good or bad, 
but thinking makes it so.' 
Cornell to Send Two 
Representatives to 
German Celebration 
Despite undergraduate protest 
and adverse criticism from The 
Cornell Daily Sun, student news-
paper. President Livingston S. Far-
rand has announced that Cornel! 
will send two representatives to 
the 550th birthday celebration of 
the University of Heidelberg this 
summer. Dr. Farrand' said he did 
not regard an "exchange of cour-
tesies" between the two institu-
tinos as involving an expression of 
judgment on German policies in 
government or education. 
Distinguished alumnus Hendrik 
Willem Van Loon expressed a dif-
ferent view in two telegrams sent 
The Sun. Participation by Cornell 
in the celebration would be "an 
insufferable insult" to the univer-
sity's founder, he declared. 
Van Loon's letter asserted that 
"the Germans, being free, white 
and twenty-one, are of course en-
titled to any sort or form of gov-
nment that happens to please 
eir Teutonic fancy, and it is none 
our business to what lengths 
they may go in offending the de-
cent opinion of the rest of man-
kind". 
The lighting is in the hands of 
George Cart^vright and Gulielma 
Daves. The masques were modeled 
by students of the art department 
and made by members of the 
Group under the guidance of Clara 
West Butler. The musicians are 
Jack Carter, Dante Bergonzi and 
percussionists. 
Phyllis Dorr is in charge of cos-
tumes, a mighty task, while Mar-
len Eldredge is stage manager of 
the ballet. 
A 25-year study of the black 
widow spider has been completed 
by University of California en-
tomologists. 
be performed in man, "obviously",
Dr. Humphrey says, because of the 
more complicated structure of hu-
man beings. 
Her approach was one of 
i almost extreme simplicity; yet 
every musical gesture was so 
graphic that one always sensed a 
control in her playing that was 
masterful. In the Andante of the 
concerto she displayed a particu-
larly beautiful quality of tone, to-
gether with a sensitive considera-
tion for Mozart's melodic line. 
Outstanding in the second half 
of the program was the perform-
ance of the Wagner and the Rim-
sky-Korsakow. The strings played 
with a singing quality of tone that 
brought an intensity into the mel-
ody of the "Dreams" that was ad-
mirable and provided an effective 
contrast for the colorful and high-
ly rhythmic Capriccio Espagnole 
which followed and which conclud-
ed' one of the best concerts of the 
orchestra's current season. 
Harvard's Pie Eta Club was 
forced to appeal to women's col-
leges for a supply of chorines to 
dance in the annual show when 
members refused to shave their 
Because Mississippi's Gov. Whivo 
has secured virtual control of the 
six state colleges Mississippi State 
may lose membership in the 
Southern Association of Colleges. 
Did the 20th century begin Jan. 
1, 1900, or Jan. 1, 1901? 
A University of Texas professor 
baffled a class in Greek history 
with this question the other day. 
Half the class voted Jan. 1, 1900, 
while the other half wouldn't 
comment. 
The learned pedagogue finally 
told the boys and girls. i 
"There's no such thing as a 
zero year," he said. "Did you ever 
stop to think of the year 1 A. D.? 
Now think about 100 A. D., and 
you'll see only 99 years passed 
between Jan. 1, 1 A. D., and Jan. 
1, 100 A. D." 
Therefore, Jan, 1, 101 is the date 
that marked the exact passing of 
the first century after Christ, and 
the 20th century began Jan. 1, 
1901.—Brown Daily Herald. 
lypewriter Headquarters 
Sales and Service 
New Portables, $39.50 to $62.50 
All Makes Used Typewriters 
Davis Oflfice Supply 
19 E. Pine St. Orlando 
Phone 4822 
Mabel Wicht 
136 N. Orange Ave. 
Jefferson Court Bldg. 
Orlando 
ORLANDO STEAM LAUNDRY 
French Dry Cleaners 
"Established Half Century" 
Phone Winter Park Office 
348 E. Park Ave. 418 
April 4, 1936 
ROLLINS COLLEGE, 
Winter Park, Fla. 
Dear Rollins College Students: 
Well here is one of the biggest scoops I've had this 
year. Starting, Friday, the Third of April, DICKSON-
IVES is celebrating its thirty-eighth anniversary 
with a sale. This sale will last until Easter, the 
twelfth of April. 
In every department of DICKSON-IVES you will 
find a sale that will benefit your savings account tre-
mendously. 
When you start to get your new Easter apparel, 
go over to DICKSON-IVES and see if you don't agree 
with me, that this is one of the biggest and most in-
teresting sales that has ever taken place. For thiry-
eight years now, DICKSON-IVES has served you 
faithfully and I think that out of respect to your 
own savings account you should go over and take 
advantage of this sale. 








LITTLE DUTCH MILL 
We Solicit Your PatronaKe 
BEST SANDWICHES IN FLORIDA 
• Ave. _ Orlando _ I 
Smart for the afternoon 
Frances Slater 
San Juan Hotel Bldg. 
Orlando, Fla. 
Keene & Keene 
Optometrists and Manufactur-
ing Opticians 
"See Keene for Keen Sight" 
102 N. Orange Ave., Orlando 
Phone 4967 
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 1, 1936 
DEAN 10 GIVE 
CHAPEL SERMON 
Dr. Campbell to Speak on 
"Men and Trees" Sunday 
PALM SUNDAY SERVICE 
The address in the Knowles 
Memorial Chapel Sunday, April 5, 
will be delivered by Dr. Charles A. 
Campbell, Dean of the Chapel at 
Rollins College. In keeping with 
Palm Sunday, his subject will be 
"Men and Trees". 
Dr. Campbell's sermon is being 
keenly anticipated, not only be-
cause of his reputation as an in-
teresting and powerful speaker, 
but also because the condition of 
his health has hindered him from 
frequently appearing in the pulpit 
this year. The program promises 
to be of the utmost importance, 
and rich in spiritual value. It is 
most appropriate that the Dean of 
the Chapel should speak on Palm 
Sunday, and the audience will 
readily perceive his great under-
standing and interpretation. 
The choir will present musical 
selections appropriate to the day, 
including "A Ballad of the Trees 
and the Master" by Phillip James, 
THE R OLLINS SANDSPUR 
John Martin Essay Contest 
Is Established as Tribute 
If each person in the U. S. 
limited to a $5,000 income a year 
and the excess redistributed, ths 
average income would be increas 
ed by just $100, according to Dr 
Ralph C. Epstein, Dean of the Uni 
versity of Buffalo School of Busi 
ness Administration. 
Beyond that, there is not enough 
to go around, said Dr. Epstein 
' Rogers Deering, farm machinery 
fortune heir, has bequeathed $7,-




Convenient Terms Arranged 
COMPLETE 
SERVICE DEPARTMENT 




330 N. Orange 
Fred M. Floyd 





Expert Repairing of All 
Makes Cars 
226 Church St. 
We're still seling radios. How 




242 E. Park Ave. Phone 79 
EASTER CANDIES 
AND BASKETS 
Louise's Nut & Candy Shop 
105 New England Ave. Phone 79 
Anxious to show their apprecia-
tion of John Martin's lectures on 
International Affairs, the audience 
of people who have faithfully at-
tended and enjoyed each one, last 
week appointed a committee to de-
vise some means of so doing. 
The committee was composed of 
Ray Stannard Baker, Dr. Eugene 
R. Shippen and Rev. Victor B. Chi-
coine. After deliberation as to 
which type of tribute would please 
Dr. Martin most, it was decided 
that nothing would give him more 
satisfaction and pleasure than 
prizes to Rollins students for an 
essay on some subject of vital in-
ternational concern. The commit-
tee chose as a committee of award 
Professors Royal Wilbur France 
and A. Buel Trowbridge, and Miss 
Helen E. Fernald. 
They chose as subject for 1936, 
"The Present European Crisis and 
What Should be Done to Prevent 
its Leading to War". All Rollins 
undergraduates are eligible to 
compete for the prizes of $30 and 
$20 respectively which shall be 
awarded at the coming commence-
ment in June. 
The essays are to be between 
five and ten thousand words, must 
be typewritten and handed to a 
member of the committee under 
the guise of a nom-de-plume, the 
writer's name and nom-de-plume 
accompanying the essay in a sealed 
envelope. They must be entered 
not later than May 20. 
This will be called the John 
They Hold WorK 
• Spotlight * 
Martin Prize Contest and the 
prizes will be paid for out of the 
funds collected at the last lecture 
in Dr. Martin's series. It is hoped 
that this contest will continue for 
many years. 
An excerpt from the report of 
the first committee reads as fol-
"It would be difficult indeed to i 
find anywhere an audience or a 
town more generously favored' in 
this respect than we have been. 
We have not only been instructed: 
we have been absorbingly inter-
ested. If what Dr. Martin calls 
'preparedness of mind' is now the 
important requirement in meeting 
the problems that face the world, 
few men indeed could have con-
tributed more cogently to that end 
than he. In a superior sense he I 
is a master of the spoken editorial; 
he has been without prejudice and 
without partisanship; his exposi-
tions have been marked with a 
rare objectivity, illuminating com-
plicated issues with the light of 
reason and tolerance. 
It is a maker of understanding 
in a chaotic world' that we arc 
called upon to honor John Mar-
Incendiary Bomb to 
Be Used in Next War 
The two-pound incendiary bomb, 
containing thermite, will be the 
real peril of the next war, accord-
ing to Prof. J. Eenrique Zanetti of 
Columbia University's chemistry 
department. 
"A single two-ton bomber can 
carry 2,000 of these bombs," says 
Prof. Zanetti, "and if only one in 
100 makes a hit, that ibomber will 
start twenty fires within a few 
minutes of each other." 
Thermite is a mixture of iron 
oxide and powdered aluminum or 
magnesium, stable if protected 
from moist air, but reacting vio-
lently if heated to a high tempera-
ture. 
"Ocean of Flame" 
To Be Observed By 
U. S. Scientists 
Cambridge, Mass. (ACP).—Set-
ting up their instruments near the 
border of Siberia, American scien-
tists hope soon to pierce the mys-
tery of the solar corona—that ir-
regular "ocean of flame" extend-
ing millions of miles beyond the 
surface of the sun. 
Visible only during a total ec-
lipse of the sun, the corona will 
next put on its show June 19, but 
already Harvard astronomers have 
arranged for front row seats. 
The eclipse will not be visible 
from the western hemisphere. 
Starting in the Mediterranean, the 
75 mile wide belt of total dark-
ness will sweep eastward across 
Greece, the Black Sea, Siberia, 
Manchuria and northern Japan. 
The Harvard scientists, now 
busy assembUng apparatus near 
the town of Akbulak, in the south-
ern Ural mountains north of the 
Caspian sea, hope that studies of 
U,S,OfFICIILS 
m L K H E R E W 
Are Guest Speakers at Stu-
dent Assembly 
HELD IN T H E A T R E 
Three eminent officials of the 
U. S. Department of the interior 
were guest speakers at a student 
assembly at Rollins College this 
morning, at 10:10 A, M. 
The speakers were Robert Fech-
ner, director since 1933 of the 
emergency conservation work of 
the government. Col. Richard Lie-
ber, a leading worker for national 
parks, and Fanning Hearon of the 
Washington office of the Depart-
ment of the Interior. 
The three officials came to Win-
ter Park from Sebring where on 
Tuesday they were scheduled to 
participate in the dedication of 
Highland Hammock as a park. The 
assembly was held in the Annie 
Russell Theatre. 
Mussolini and Hitler continue 
as the two most important 
figures in the world sccna 
Mussolini's latest move wai 
dissolution of the Italian Cham-
ber of Deputies and seizure ot 
ell large private industries, th^ 
latter act as preparation for 
war. Hitler has demanded that 
Germany be treated as an 
"equal" In any peace or dis-
discussions following 
ilitarization ttf the 
Rhioeland. « 
the invisible infra-red rays in the 
spectrum of the corona will solve 
the mystery. They believe that 
oxygen may be responsible for the 
appearance of the corona. 
The expense of maintaining the 
marines in Nicaragua over that of 
keeping them at home was • 
$5,500,000 up to January 1, 1931, 
testified Maj. Gen. R. H. Fuller b 
fore the House Appropriatioi 
Committee in 1931. 
Nine New Members 
Are Initiated By 
Phi Beta Saturday 
j Theta chapter of Phi Beta, pro-
fessional music and drama frater-
nity, initiated six active and three 
associate members Saturday after-
noon at the home of Mrs. Geo, 
Warner. The new associates are 
Clara Butler, Mia Rutz, and Miss 
Hagopin; and the actives who were 
initiated were: Sally Hammond, 
Helene Keywan, Peggy Bashford, 
Constance Righter, Peggy Jenni-
son, and Ruth Melcher. 
After initiation a short meeting 
was held at which officers were 
elected for the coming year. 
Frances Hyer was elected' presi-
dent, Ruth Melcher, vice-ipresident; 
Peggy Bashford, secretary; Peggy 
Jennison, treasurer; and Helene 
Keywan, historian. 
Bergonzi to Give 
Senior Recital At 
Woman's Club Here 
Violinist Dante Bergonzi will 
give his senior recital at the Wo-
s Club on April 4 at 8:15 in 
the evening. 
'r. Bergonzi has studied with 
0 Mastrucci, former concert 
ter at La Scala Opera house 
lilan under Toscanini; Eugenie 
Salvatore, former concert master 
at the Metropolitan Opera; at the 
Greenwich Music School under 
Enrique Caroselli, pupil of Caesar 
Thompson and Ysaye, and finally 
with Miss Gretchen Cox of Rollins. 
All together Mr. Bergonzi has 
studied music for 13 years and was 
a member of the Greenwick String 
Quartet for four years, 1927-1931. 
He has chosen his program as 
follows: 
Group 1—Sonata in F Major 
(Porpora), Chacunne (unaccom-
panied) (Bach). 
Group 2—Poeme (Chausson). 
Group 3—Nocturne, Cortege 
(Boulanger), Spanish Dances, 
(Sarasate), 1. Playera; 2. Zapa-
teado. 
Jack Carter will be the accom-
panist. 
Seniors Wish Voice 
in Diploma Wording-
Unless school authorities re-
move mention of the Young Men's 
Christian Association from Fenn 
College diplomas, no senior will 
pay the ten dollars graduation fee 
year, class spokesmen warned 
last week. 
Because Fenn is incorporated 
with the Y. M.C. A., said Presi-
dent C. V. Thomas, it would be il-
legal to have the words removed. 
Separate incorporation of Fenn 
A national campaign has been 
started to create a "living memo-
rial" to the genus of Thomas Alva 
Edison through the endowment < 
educational research scholarships. 
Chief Sunrise, a member of the 
Sioux tribe, is a student at Wash' 
ington University, St. Louis. 
LIBeAINIllES 
i S . ROOSEVELl 
Becomes Honorary Member 
Following Convocation 
DEAN SPRAGUE INITIATE 
The Order of the Libra initiated 
Mrs. Franklin Delano Roosevelt as 
an honorary member March 23, im-
mediately following the Convoca-
tion Services which had been held 
for her and the President of the 
Unitde States. 
The simple but formal ceremony 
was held in the Frances Chapel, 
after which Mrs. Roosevelt left 
for Jacksonville. 
Helen G. Sprague, Dean of 
Women of the college, was initiat-
ed at a special service held a week 
later, March 30, also in the Fran-
ces Chapel. Dean Sprague becomes 
an associate member, being active-
ly connected with the college and 
the other members of the order. 
Lately both the Constitution 
and the point system for entrance 
into Libra have been revived, mak-
ing them more practicable than 
they were as originally planned. 
College, independent of the Y. M. 
C. A., was suggested' as the only 
the wording of their 
also demanded by 
Thought for today: 
Don't worry if your job is small 
And your rewards are few. 
Remember that the mighty oak 
Was once a nut like you. 
We still contend that the nice 
thing about the depression is that 
it included everybody—even the 
man who thinks that London 
Bridge is a card game. 
Dr. Thomas Chalmers 
Completed Series of 
Lectures, March 23 
Through the special consent of 
Dr. Thomas Chalmers, lecturer on 
the Rollins College adult education 
program, an additional lecture 
was added to the series of talks 
being delivered by Dr. Chalmers 
every Monday morning at 11 o'-
clock in the Annie Russell Theatre. 
This last lecture on "Tragedies 
in Diplomatic History" was deliv-
ered in the Annie Russell Theatre 
on March 23 at 11 o'clock. 
Last Lent Vespers 
to Be Friday With 
Denney as Speaker 
The last Lenten vespers program 
will be held Friday, April 3, in the 
Knowles Memorial Chapel. Mr. 
Denney's subject will be "The Im-
plications of Divine Love". 
Musical selections will include 
"The Angelus" by Massenet, and 
"The Second Meditation" by Alex-
ander Guilmant. 
Each puff less acid 
A LIGHT SMOKE 
OF R I C H , R I P E - B O D I E D TOBACCO 
The simple mechanical details of cigarette manufacture are of 
surprising importance. Upon them depend the physical prop-
erties of the cigarette, such as weight, size, firmness, moisture-
holding properties, uniformity of fill, uniformity of product — 
all of which have a far-reaching effect on the character of its 
combustion and the constituents of its smoke. 
In the manufacture of Lucky Strike Cigarettes all of these 
properties have been standardized with care for the perfection 
ofA LIGHT SMOKE. 
-"IT'S TOASTED 
Your throat protection-
against irritation-against cough 
e American Toba<^co Company Luckies are less acid 




Recent chemical tests show 
that other popular brands 
have an excess of acidity 
over Lucky Strike of from 
53 to 100 
ExcessofAcid 
BALANCI 
1 L U C K Y 
L B R A N 
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Borah's Unfinished Symphony 
In his recent Chicago speech, Senator Bo-
rah of Idaho declared that 10,000,000 Repub-
licans had strayed away from their party. 
But the actual net loss of Republican votes 
was only 6,000,000 in 1932 as compared to 
1928. Where the Idaho Senator picked up 
the 4,000,000 is still a mystery. 
Borah's exact figures are of Jess conse-
quence than his political and party reason-
ing. He claimed that the Republican lead-
ers in control of the political machinery in 
towns -and states were the cause of the Re-
publican downfall. Some people blamed the 
platform of high tariff. Yet the Senator 
wants to make a farm tax higher than ever, 
so as to shut out any foreign commodities 
that can be grown in this country. Other 
people questioned the Republican platform 
on economy, the cutting down of the national 
debt. But we find Borah endorsing this 
plan as did the leaders of the last campaign. 
His speech must have left many hearers 
wondering, as he never did explain the real 
cause of the Republican desertion. 
Actually there is no mystery at all. Every-
one knows precisely what happened in 1932. 
The American peqple, as they had done nu-
merous times before, voted dov/n the party 
in power, because they were discontented, 
tired, and fearful. President Hoover was 
the victim of an irresistable tide of public 
opinion that no leader or no party could 
withstand. The Republican party was part 
of the wreckage that went along with the 
depression. 
If the Republicans do not reunite, the out-
look is dark. Although some of Borah's 
10,000,000 deserters seem mythical, there 
are a large number of Republicans, and even 
a larger number of Independents who will 
scrutinize closely and carefully the nominee 
and platform of this party before casting 
their vote next fall. R. H. V. B. 
Sponsoring a plan pointing toward a pos-
sible third party ticket in the 1936 political 
campaign, Minnesota Farmer-Laborites in 
their state convention approved a platform 
urging a changed economic system in which 
"monopolized industries ultimately will be 
collectively owned". 
"Half-Pint" Naval Treaty 
In London last week the representatives 
from France, United States, and Great Bri-
tain signed a naval treaty after an unsuc-
cessfully long and tedious deliberation. The 
treaty cuts out the former ratios, contain-
ing very little quantitative limitations ex-
cept for the size of ships' guns in the various 
categories and attempts to avert naval com-
petition by the exchange of building plans 
in advance. As usual the United States 
made the only real concession, agreeing that 
for six years we should not build any more 
10,000 ton cruisers. Great Britain may have 
as many as she wishes of the light cruiser 
type, which she prefers. 
Without the signatures of Italy and Ja-
pan the agreement seems relatively unim-
portant. The Japanese delegates walked 
out of the conference in January because her 
ratio was not on par with the United States 
and Great Britain. Italy withdrew when 
sanctions were made against her. Although 
the signature of France is found on the 
treaty, Ambassador Corbin, betraying dis-
appointment in almost every phrase, said 
"we thought at least in the sphere of quan-
titative disarmament this conference would 
show distinct progress as compared with 
those which preceded it." 
Norman Davis and Sir Anthony Eden ap-
pear to be the only ones satisfied. A few 
hours before the signing, this agreement 
was endorsed by cordial letters exchanged 
betwen these two men. The letters prom-
ised that in the future as in the past, there 
would never be competitive naval building 
between the two English speaking countries. 
But the restatement by Mr. Davis and Mr. 
Eden of the principle of Anglo-American 
parity, which the Senate may or may not 
discuss when voting on the treaty, is an in-
formality quite outside. 
Again the attempts of an international 
conference have failed. No actual progress 
appears to have been made in the drawing 
up of this pact, for the most it can be called 
is a "Half-Pint" Naval Treaty. 
R. H. V. B. 
STUDENT 
OPINION 
F o o t n o t e s 
By R, H. Lee 
Veterans of Future Wars 
up at Princeton students have established 
an organization known as the Veterans of 
Future Wars, asking Congress to grant 
000 to each member planning to be killed 
in the country's next war. Sister society of 
the VFW is the Association of Gold Star 
Mothers. All prospective mothers are ask-
ing free trips to Europe "to view the future 
graves of their sons". 
Such an organization, the motto of which 
*'Save America for Americans only; equal 
justice for all, especially the future vet-
erans," is not as funny as it sounds. These 
"veterans-to-be" are cleverly and obviously 
ridiculing the American Legion, the Town-
sendites, and the Veterans of Foreign Wars, 
but their methods are taking effect with 
many persons for the wrong reason. For 
instance Congress talks about investigating 
the organization. National commanders of 
other "patriotic societies" are enraged. Other 
colleges are creating posts by the hundred. 
It is absurd for legislators to talk about 
an investigation, for "patriots" to become 
angry, for other colleges to "string along". 
There is no reason for the movement to be-
come powerful. The existence alone of the 
VFW is bad enough. Two principal facts 
are revealed by the mere organization of this 
group. Both facts, when carefully consid-
ered, as they should be, disclose a truly dan-
gerous failing in our government. 
The first is the manner in which this new 
VFW ridicules the existing "patriotic 
groups". The second is the ridicule placed 
upon the administration itself. Watching 
several billion dollars pour forth from the 
treasury in history's greatest spending spree 
has resulted in impossible demands from 
groups. Even worse is the realization that 
the Legion, the Townsend clubs, and other 
some of these impossible demands have been 
met. The satire upon the patriots is biting 
enough, but laughing at the patriots' influ-
ence is not funny. 
Congress doesn't need to investigate. 
Looking into the books of the club at Prince-
ton won't reveal much graft. Congress needs 
only to read the Congressional Record, to 
review the numerous "hand-outs" that have 
been made in the form of bonuses, pensions, 
questionable "relief" appropriations, to un 
derstand how the Princeton brainchild 
sprung into being. The students backing 
this VFW aren't expecting bonuses. If they 
teach federal legislators a much-needed les-
son, their efforts will have been well worth-
while. R. T. C 
The Townsend Old Age Revolving Pension 
Movement, conceived and co-founded by Dr, 
F. E. Townsend and Robert E. Clements, is 
being discredited by the Congressional In-
vestigation Committee. Senators and Con-
gressmen will be able to sleep more soundly 
at election time without the threat of defeat 
by this political monstrosity. 
With a nostalgic cheer we this week turn our mighty pen away from 
Versified Viewpoints and once more resume our first love. Footnotes. 
Steve Bam'berger, your erring columnist of the past term, with his 
soul evidently burning for freedom has apparently forgotten that 
vacation ended Thursday. He was last seen reading the Declaration 
of Independence under a marble bar in a strange country to the East. 
But he'll be back. Such good fortune is bound to be short lived. Like 
death and taxes, you can dodge the Bam once ,or maybe even twice, 
but in the end he'll catch up with you, and in the meantime we'll 
shoot the old line and try to print the dirt as we see it, at least all 
that's fit to print. 
This is being written in the wee 
small hours of the afternoon on 
Sunday, and dim recollections of 
the night before come creeping 
through the mist. Yes, we remem-
ber the Kappa dance. In fact we'll 
X forget it. For once in our 
we were frightened at a dance. 
From the moment we entered and 
iw all those strange faces, and 
urmured to our date, "My God, 
e're at the wrong dance," we 
lived in a state of fear that we 
hope never to go through again. 
It was like a strange dream. Even 
the sight of such familiars as 
Tampa Hyer, Kay Jones, Pete 
Potter, and Paul Ney resplendent 
in shirtsleeves could not allay the 
alien feeling that all the strange 
faces forced upon us. And, when 
towards the end of the evening the 
vast Key at the end of the room 
began to wink at us, it took two 
strong strangers to keep us from 
rushing back to Harpers. . . Now 
30 that the Kappas won't poison 
us, may we say that all in all it 
was a swell dance, and even about 
five per cent of the strangers can 
be accounted for as visiting nmsic 
contest hopefuls, or Gainesville 
lads on the loose. The bhnd was 
good too. It must have been or I 
Jack Deeves wouldn't have waver-
ed for hours around the sax sec-
Lucy Little deserves credit for 
her bit in the entertainment of the 
evening too. Any girl can have a 
corsage delivered at home, but to 
be paged at midnight as was Dot 
Breck, to be presented with daisies 
as though they were a medal of 
honor before an admiring throng, 
to know that neither snow, nor 
sleet, nor something can stop the 
flower delivery service is some-
thing very few girls experience in 
a lifetime. 
The new dorms are coming along 
at a fine clip, but they can't go 
up too fast for the boys who are 
orced to live in the- temporary 
dorm on the shores of Lake Kil-
larney. Only yesterday one of the 
boys in this overflow house was 
heard to say that he intended to 
see the dean about moving into 
Rollins Hall so he could get some 
::̂ leep. The splashing of the alli-
gators in the lake is bad enough, 
Johnny says, but they're nothing 
?ompared to the lizards that slip 
off the ceiling and' come crashing 
down onto the floor. 
Well, Spring is here, and an-
other vacation has turned from a 
dream into a memory. The Pi Phi 
contingent has returned from Nas-
sau to the land of harsh reality, 
and even Pat Kelly has forsaken 
Cuba, marimbas and all, for eight-
thirty classes. But the proudest 
memory of all belongs to the choir 
members who will be able to say 
in after years, "I saw Roosevelt 
before the National Breadline, or 
the N. B. L. as it is called, came 
into existence. Yes children, I saw 
the great man while there was still 
a constitution." 
Speaking of the President's visit, 
the prize remark of the year was 
made by a well known Chi Omega, 
who on seeing the salute cannons 
that the National Guard placed in 
front of Carnegie, and being a bit 
overawed by all the gun toting G 
men, said, "I don't see what good 
those cannons will do to protect 
Mr. Roosevelt. Before you could 
fire one of those big ..things, ..an 
assasin could do no end of dam-
age." Oh well, we were all under 
a bit of strain. 
Little did we think a year ago 
when we first saw Jeanne Gillette's 
azure equipage that we would be 
haunted by it for such a long time 
to come. But fate is a fickle mas-
ter, and not only has GooGoo spent 
the summer chasing us to and from 
the Beach, but even when we go 
to Palm Beach to rest and forget, 
the thing hounds us. We thought 
we had dodged it last week 
left the debonair Breakers several 
lemonades under, but no. . 
went out GooGoo rattled in, and 
for a solid hour, until we realized 
that it was GooGoo in the flesh, 
we resolved to drink nothing 
stronger than Absinthe. 
Writing Footnotes again reminds 
us of a little incident of the past 
term. A young lady came up to 
us and said, "Mr Lee, I do enjoy 
your column so." While we were 
•blushing she continued, "And, my, 
how you've improved since the fall 
term." Before she could do any 
more damage we ran shuddering-
ly all the way to the Bam's hang 
out, and there pleaded with him to 
print his byline in red ink. 
In closing I'm going to drop my 
editorial we and pray that I may 
see the return of Steven. But I 
have little hope, because if the 
Kappas don't get me, Stearns will. 
I tems 
The six Supreme Coui'-̂  Justices 
whose opinions doomed the AAA 
; hung in effigy by agricultural 
students at Iowa State College 
immediately after the verdict of 
'unconstitutional" had been deliv-
sred. Placards on the figures 
draped in graduation gowns in 
imitation of the justices' black 
robes designated them as Charles 
Evans Hughes, Sutherland, Van 
Devanter, McReynolds, Roberts 
and Butler.—Brown and White, 
Lehigh, 
The other day a professor walk-
ed up to the loan desk at the Uni-
versity of Kansas to return a book. 
The librarian said': "Just a mo-
ment. There's the matter of a 
little fine. She figured the pro-
fessor owed the library just $1,-
335.50. He had kept the book out 
26 years. 
According to recent survey, 
there are more cars per student 
at the University of California at 
Los Angeles than any other uni-
versity in the world. 
A psychology professoi 
gon State claims that 
at Ore 
students 
To the Rollins Sandspur: 
This letter concerns the safety 
of those who travel between the 
cities of Winter Park and Orlan-
Upon returning from a late pic-
ture show in Orlando the other 
night, I came to the railroad cross-
ing, located at the turn-off on to 
Fairbanks Avenue, where I was 
decoyed on to the tracks by an on-
coming car. At the same time, a 
late freight pounded down on me 
and didn't miss the car 'by half 
inch'. 
I a man had been on duty at 
that time, or had there been a 
blinker warning, such an escape 
would not have been witnessed. 
Although I have not heard of any 
being lost at this crossing, 
I have been told of several such 
lose calls with students of Rollins 
College. 
1 in hope that this letter will 
bring in more 'student opinion' and 
some sort of action towards mak-
ing our way safer. 
A Student. 
Dear Mr. Editor: 
The problem of the Horse-Shoe 
Drive has become acute and of 
great importance. Many justified 
complaints have been raised. 
First of all, there is the dust 
problem. Every day, from 3 to 12 
P. M. and on Sundays the whole 
day long, clouds of dust are vir-
tually lifted into the air by pass-
ing cars and driven right into the 
dormitories. Dust, especially cin-
der dust, is anything but healthy 
to breathe. I would like to ex-
tend an invitation to someone of 
the administration to pass a hot 
afternoon in a room facing the 
Horse-Shoe; he or she would come 
out, panting and covered with dust. 
To treat the road with two cans 
of oil in front of each dormitory 
would doubtlessly do the trick-^for 
the time being. 
The road itself is in a condition, 
where people are afraid to use it. 
Go round but a few times and you 
will make a rattletrap out of any 
new car—you're lucky if you don't 
break any springs. This "horse-
shoe" would even ruin a horse. 
These complaints are justified as 
everybody must admit. 
The above problem needs imme-
diate attention and must not be 
pigeon-holed until some indefinite 
future time—when the present 
generation of students will have 
died of consumptit 
from the dust. 
contracted 
A Student. 
who receive A's are usually the 
meek and submissive type who can 
be molded to suit the prof's will. 
The independent defiant type av-
erage C. And figures show that 
the graduate averaging B is most 
apt to be successful.—Brown Dally 
Herald. 
Five cents a lecture is all it 
costs one to have his notes taken 
and typed for him at the Univer-
sity of California. 
Yesterday-
In the Rollins Sandspur 
Seven Years Ago 
It isn't that we mind so much 
being examined, tested, quizzed, 
ridiculed or what have you, but 
when people tell us what a soft 
time we have compared to the 
"old days when we had two hour 
exams", well, that hurts. 
Count Sforza, the internatinoal-
ly renowned Italian statesman, was 
a recent visitor at Rollins. Later 
in speaking of his "Impressions of 
American Universities," he said; 
"At Rollins College I felt that they 
had received the same serene at-
mosphere that one imagines for 
the Platonic gatherings in old 
Athens." 
The faculty, defeated in base-
ball by the Juniors, deny that their 
days of prowess on the field are 
over, and they plan to prove this 
to their wives, friends, and chil-
dren. These men have assumed 
the "Never Say Die" attitude, and 
are planning a fight to the end. 
Six Years Ago 
Last night there was a big water 
regatta at Rollins Hall, and if the 
fire hose in Chase had fit the fire 
hydrant by the tennis courts, it 
would have been even bigger and 
better. The lawn won't need 
sprinkling for some days. 
Every student at Rollins can 
make it possible for the Sandspur 
to come out each week. All of you 
cannot write regularly, but you 
can patronize our advertisers. It is 
only fair to help the trade of their 
businesses in return for their ads. 
Rollins Hall hopes that the com-
ing campus elections will bring 
forth men and women chosen for 
their capability to fulfill office, 
rather than those who merely rep-
resent a political machine. 
Four Years Ago 
A prize of ten dollars is being 
offered by a friend of the college 
for the best themes on the subject, 
"What can a Student get from 
Rollins College and What Can He 
give to i t ?" The aim is to discov-
er if the conference plan is able 
to inspire students to give some-
thing in return for their educa-
tion, and also to get a condensed 
survey of the Rollins plan and 
ideals. 
The annual co-ed ball will be 
held in the Women's Club this 
year. There will be the same col-
orful costumes, the same gay mu-
sic, the same punch (well, not quite 
the same) and it will be an un-
usually enjoyable affair. 
During the first play of the Rol-
lins Little Theatre Workshop seven 
years ago, the village siren blew, 
and the fire chief, who was in the 
audience, hurried out. The cast 
sat down until the listeners be-
came listeners again, and then fin-
ished the play. 
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NEWS AND VIEWS 
OF SPORTS 
By Jack MacGaffin 
Jack Medica, former holder of three National A. A. U. titles, killed 
two fish with one dive last Friday in New Haven when he defeated 
Johnny Macionis of Yale over the 220 route in 2:09.6. 
Last summer before the National A. A. U. meet Medica had 
been the outstanding aquatic speed merchant in the country. The 
meet, however, provde to be disastrous to the former Washing-
ton star. All three of his titles were rudely snatched away. 
One of them, the 440 championship, was won by Macionis. In de-
feating the Ely Sophomore, Medica not only won revenge, but estab-
lished himself as this country's first line of defense against the Japs 
in the Olympics at Berlin next 
Danny Zehr of Northwestern, Big Ten Champion, also used the 
fast Yale pool to good advantage, brekaing both the National In-
tercollegiate and Championship marks for the backstroke over 
the 150-yard route in 1:36.8... Kojac's record was 1:38. 
In 1928 Maryville College (Knoxville, Tenn.) produced its first 
big league ball player under the name of Johnny Stone. Stone almost 
went directly from college into the Detroit outfield. Since that time 
he has played with several big league clubs and is now with the Wash 
ington Senators. 
Up in Knoxville the locals fans keep close tabs on his career 
and the failure of Clark Griffith and Bucky Harris to give their 
idol proper consideration has created a minor revolution. Neither 
one would find it healthy to visit the mountain home of Stone's 
followers. 
Indignation rose so high that Bog Wilson, sports columnsit for the 
Knoxville "News Sentinel" devoted most of his space in a last week's 
I issue to the so-called incompetency and discrimination on the part of 
the Senator pilot. It must bo great to be a local diety even if the 
emphasis is on the "local". 
The Rollins swordsmen have returned from their first ! 
ful invasion of the northern strongholds ot fencing. Since Coach 
Roney first introduced the sport the Tars have held undisputed 
sway here in the south, but their northern forays have been dis-
astrous. 
Their 10-7 victory over the Princeton Tigers was the first win ever 
registered by a Rollins fencing team over big time competition. Car-
rying on their bouts under the excessive handicaps imposed by hard 
traveling, the Tars are to be highly commended for their showing. 
Dodger rooters from the woods of Brooklyn have had plenty to 
worry about when they consider the coming season, but Casey 
Stengel has sprung a new one to add to the list. It seems he has 
too many starting pitchers. Since Mungo has announced that he 
wishes to work at least fifty games, Stengel can't figure out 
I where he'll use the others. 




Wed. and Thurs. Southeastern Louisiana at Winter Park 
4 P. M. 
Next Week 
Monday North Carolina State at Raleigh. 
Tuesday Davidson College at Davidson, N. C. 
Wed. and Thurs. University of South Carolina at Co-
lumbia. 
Tennis— 
April 3 Davidson College at Winter Park, 1 P.M. 
Golf-
April 4 St. Petersburg Junior College at Dubs-
dread. 2 P. M. 
INTRAMURALS 
4 P. M. T. K. N. vs. K. A. 
6 P. M. X Club vs. R. L. N. 
4 P. M. T. K. N. vs. Rollins 
5 P. M. X Club vs. K. A. 
Wednesday, April 8 4 P. M. Rollins Hall vs. P. D. T. 
5 P. M. X Club vs. T. K. N. 
Friday, April 3 
Monday, April 6 
OXFORD, CAMBRIDGE 
TO ROW SATURDAY 
On Saturday the oldest intercol-
legiate athletic event in the world 
»ill take place on the Thames be-
tween Oxford and Cambridge. 
Begun in 1829, the "University 
Boat Race" has long been estab-
lished as one of the most widely 
known and important of annual 
^orts events. 
This year will be the 88th row-
ing of the race. Thousands of peo-
ple will throng the banks of the 
river while the Light Blue boat 
from Cambridge attempts to win 
its thirteenth straight victory. 
Since 1924 no Oxford crew has 
crossed the line first. This is be-
lieved to be the longest string of 
victories on record. 
Last year Oxford made a deter-
mined attempt to break the jinx. 
New equipment was purchased 
and the services of Peter Haig-
Thomas, who had successfully 
coached the Cambridge crew for 
several years were procured. The 
high hopes of the Oxford rooters 
were blasted after the first hun-
dred yards. Cambridge won again 
by over four lengths for its twelfth 
successive victory. 
This year an even more deter-
mined effort is being made at Ox-
ford and interest in the event is 
expected to be greater than ever 
before. 
Al Simmons 
Simmons is planning to use a 
shorter bat this year, hoping to 
improve his batting average. 
TEN TO SEVEN 
Tar Fencers Win First Match 
From Northern College; 
Tie C. C. N. Y. 
NEW YORK U. WINS 10-7 
Rollins and Notre Dame on 
Army Slate Next Year 
The Northern trip of the Rol-
lins College fencing team wa 
decided success. By pulling the 
tail of the Princeton Tiger, 10 to 
7, the team smashed through to the 
first victory which Rollins 
been able to score in any sport 
over a large Northern College 
Although the score seems close, 
the outcome was never in doubt. 
RoUins piled up a 7 to 1 advantage 
and then eased up. Don Cetrulo 
had a perfect record winning four 
out of four. Nick Karnilow and 
Gene Townsend aided him by scor-
ing three victories apiece. Others 
to make the trip were the fencing 
coach. Professor Roney, Don 
Cheney and John Homan. 
By way of an anti-climax Rol-
lins tied the strong team from the 
City College of New York, coach-
ed by Joseph Vince, famous sabre 
expert, 8V2 to 8V2. One of the big 
surprises in this match was that 
Rollins won in the sabre 3 to 1. 
C. C. N. Y. was substituted at the 
last minute in place of Yale. 
On the deciding point of Nick 
Karnilow's epee bout the officials 
ruled that it was a simultaneous 
touch, both he and his opponent 
having scored at the same time, 
thus bringing about the tie score. 
Navy defeated Rollins rather de-
cisively by a 12 to 5 score. Gene 
Townsend and Don Cetrulo, fenc-
in his first important college 
match, were off form, but each 
managed to chalk up one victory. 
Karnilow was in fine fettle and 
won three out of five. 
The Army loss was a heart-
breaker. After running up a 4-1 
lead, Karnilow and Cetrulo drop-
ped two matches each by 5-4 scores 
and Army eventually won 10-7. If 
these decisions had gone the other 
way Rollins would have been the 
The New York University match 
is the same way. Again the loss 
of two 5-4 decisions meant defeat 
for Rollins, 10-7. N. Y. U. was 
Eastern Intercollegiate champion 
last year and the Rollins victory 
arked their fifth triumph of the 
!ason. Townsend featured for 
Rollins winning four matches. 
Cetrulo won two, hut Karnilow fell 
down winning but once out of five 
bouts. 
The spectacular win at Prince-
n was sandwiched in between the 
Army and N. Y. U. matches and 
then came the thrilling but inde-
sive C. C. N. Y. encounter. 
A great honor was accorded the 
Rollins team when Army officials 
led out Rollins and Notre 
Dame from a field of fifty col-
leges and universities, as having 
fficient power to put up top-
notch opposition for Army next 
year. These two will be the only 
teams on the Army schedule which 
•e not from their own district. 
The trip, which lasted two weeks, 
as interesting as part of it was 
through the flood-stricken area. 
In several towns water was welt 
to the hub caps of the car and 
floating houses along the Dela-
and Susquehanna Rivers were 
a common sight. 
With every man back, the team 
looking forward to an even 
ore successful season next year. 
POWER FOR CUBS AND CARDS 
T. G. LEE, DAIRY 
Grade A Raw Milk and Cream—Quality Products 
Our Cows Are Milked in a Parlor 
WE SERVE ROLLINS Phone 7300, Orlando 
Greasing, Any Make Car, 75c 
Spring spraying included 
Baggetts Service Station 
Corner East Park Ave, and Fairbanks 
Hmdy City sports writers are 
picking the Cubs to repeat with 
the St. Louis Cardinals offering 
the biggest opposition. Part of 
I for figuring the Cards 
as the cubs' most dangerous op-
ponent is Tarzan Parmalee, 
above, a right-hander who 
formerly with the New York 
Giants. Augie Galan, right, 
sparkplug of the Chicago Cubs, 
played a big part in the Bruin's 
drive to the National League title 
last year. If the Cubs repeat he 
will receive a good share of the 
ROLLINS DEFEATS 
BREWTON-PARKER 
IN OPENING TILTS 
Tars Submerge Georgians in First Game 12-3, and 
Take Second 4-1 to Start a Promising 
Season 
STETSON HATTERS 
TIE TAR NETMEN 
Darkness Halts Tennis Match 
at Four All 
LAUTERBACK IS VICTOR 
Last Thursday afternoon the 
Rollins tennis team showed im-
proved form in tying the strong 
Stetson outfit at 4 all. Play was 
halted in the third doubles match 
due to darkness. Bill Carmody 
and Doc Bragg seemed sure of 
victory and were leading their op-
ponents, 7-6, when play was 
stopped. 
Captain Hank Lauterback show-
ed the form that won him a name 
in Connecticut, beating Lory with 
ease, 6-3, 6-1. Hank played the 
best tennis of the season and his 
service, combined with his forcing 
forehand, proved too much for his 
opponent. This is the first match 
Lauterback has taken the net at 
all possible times; here he ended 
many rallies with spectacular put-
Bob Vogel, playing No. 2, show-
ed the same good form as he did 
at Gainesville last week. Bob beat 
Gus Schures, a big red head who 
is capable of giving most anyone 
trouble. Score in this match was 
6-3, 8-6. 
Art Brownell, playing with a 
bad foot, lost to his opponent. 
Brownell has been unable to prac-
tice lately, and' he is capable of 
playing better tennis than he 
showed Thursday. 
Niki Hauser played consistent 
tennis to win his match going 
away. Doc Bragg needs a little 
moro practice before he can be 
counted on as a sure winner. His 
opponent beat him in three sets. 
To maintain new car perform-
ance and economy, your car 
needs a thorough MOTOR 
TUNE-UP every 2,500 to 4,000 
miles. Correct MOTOR TUNE-
UP at regular intervals more 
than pays for itself in gasoline 
AL HUPPEL 
Specialized Automotive Service 
The Little Grey House 
LUNCHEON — TEA — DINNER 
JUST NOETH OF WINTER PARK 
FOR THE BEST IN FOOD STUFFS 




Stop and Go Driving 
^GASOLIN^ Sh^ll station 
Corner Fairbanks and 
E. Park Ave. 
FENCING TITLES 
B y N . y , 
Hugo Castello and Theodor# 
Gold Victors 
Y A L E TAKES SECOND 
Led by Hugo Castello, intercol-
legiate foils champion, the New 
York University fencing team re-
tained its three weapon crown by 
defeating all comers at the Wal-
dorf-Astoria last week. 
The three day event, which is 
one of the most important in the 
fencing calendar, brought together 
;he leadmg teams throughout the 
?ast. Twelve teams representing, 
N. Y. U., Yale, Army, C. C. N. Y., 
Harvard, Navy, Columbia, Prince-
ton, Cornell, M. I. T., Hamilton, 
and Pennsylvania competed. 
At the end of the session N. Y. 
U. was leading their nearest com-
petitor, Yale, by ten points while 
the Army team was third' with 58 
points, IVz points behind Yale. 
Two of the three individual 
crowns were won by N. Y. U. 
Hugo Castello retained his foils 
crown by defeating Philip Lilien-
thal of Harvard. Theodore Gold, 
also of N. Y. U., won the indivi-
dual epee championship. Ri^harc' 
Ripple, Army, won the individual 
N. Y. U.'s showing in the foils 
was the highlight of the champion-
ship. Hugo Castello, Norman Lew-
is, and Meyer Steyer accounted for 




Beautiful Tropical Setting 
The Latch String-
718 Magnolia Ave. Orlando 
Last week the Tars opened the 
varsity baseball season by win-
ning two games from Brewton-
Parker Institute, 12^3, and 4-1. 
One of the most pleasing fea-
tures of the double victory was 
the pitching of "Goose" Kettles 
and Al Stoddard. Kettles went 
four innings without allowing a 
hit while Stoddard pitched five in-
nings and allowed but one. 
Along with the pitching both 
games were marked by excellent 
fielding which seemed to be proof 
of the additional power of this 
year's nine. 
Today and tomorrow the Tars 
will meet Southeastern Louisiana 
at Harper-Shepherd Field. Little 
is known about the invaders, but 
if they prove to be as good on the 
diamond as they were on Tinker 




At the time of this writing to-
day's starting line-up had not been 
artnounced by Coach MacDowell. 
Because of the probable loss of 
ion McGinnis, Gerald Kirby, 
shortstop, is being groomed to take 
second base. Levy is certain 
to hold down the initial sack while 
Gillespie is slated to fill the short-
stop position. While the battle for 
third base is still raging between 
Prentice and Hoskins it is probable 
that Prentice, a letterman from 
last year, will start in that posi-
tion. 
Just who will throw the first 
pitched ball is uncertain, but it is 
likely that either Jim Mobley or 
Harold Brady will be assigned the 
job. Kettles, Stoddard, and Mac-
pherson will undoubtedly have a 
chance to show their wares in one 
of the games. 
Having successfully overcome 
the first competition of the cur-
dent season, the Tars will be out 
to lengthen their winning streak 
to four games. Victories today 
and tomorrow should assure the 
Tars of successful campaigns in 
Georgia and the Carolinas. 
The Women's Physcial Education 
Department will present quite a 
variety of sports to the Rollins 
co-eds for the Spring term. A pro-
gram including swimming, golf, 
tennis, volley-ball, archery, fenc-
ing, dancing and baseball, are of-
fered for registration. At the end 
of the term there will be an intra-
mural contest played in volley-
ball. 
Stetson is Defeated 
By Rollins Golfers 
The Tar club swingers revenged 
their defeat at the hands of the 
Stetson golf team several weeks 
ago by trouncing the Hatters 
1 3 ^ to 41^ at Dubsdread last Sat-
urday. 
Captain Brown won two points 
and lost one in his match with Gil-
bert of Stetson. Baldwin took all 
three points from Anderson. 
In the second foursome Caten of 
Rollins took three points from 
Campbell while Kurvin dropped 
three to Whitmarsh. 
The first foursome won three 
points in the best ball match while 
the second pair dropped three to 
Stetson. 
SAN J I 
Free Delivery Servis 
j -umn?rq B?rd 
The new Humming Bird knee 
lengths are in. Favorite colors, 
Misty, Toasty, Maramba and 
Suri Tan at 79c. Full length 
at 89c and $1.00. 




iOTEL BLDG., ORLANDO 
to Rollins X Phone 4434 
Orang'e Laundry & Acme-Colonial 
Cleaners 
We solicit yo 
Winter Park, Phon 
a home town 
Orlando, Phone 7690-7313 
CHARLES WRIGHT 
Hair Dresser 
9 Washington Arcade 
Orlando, Fla. Phone 3522 
Second Half Intra-
Mural Volley Ball 
Has Been Cancelled 
After submitting the matter to 
a vote of the intramural managers, 
Will Rogers has announced that 
the second half of the volley-ball 
schedule will be cancelled and the 
points awarded on the basis of 
first half standings. The congest-
ed condition of the intramural 
schedule was given as the reason. 
Since the X Club was undefeat-
ed they become the winners with 
the Rho Lambda Nus and Chase 
Hall tied for second. 
Come in and give us the 




GOOD YEARS TIRES 
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Student Writes of 
Recent Flood Havoc 
(Continued from page 1, col. 3) 
up before the bridge, all eager to 
use the last way across 
went very slowly acros 
I had a good opportu 
serve the catastrophe. 
we were coming from 
high, so there was no 
danger. On the other 







ever, in Washington, the situation 
was worse. An extensive part of 
the parks were under water. Peo-
ple were busy piling up a dam of 
sandsacks to hold the water back 
from the road. In the far distance 
we saw the railroad bridge and an-
other bridge, both practically 
flooded. The Memorial Bridge was 
crowded with curious onlookers 
who watched the muddy waters 
rush by, almost reaching the 
height of the bridge. During the 
time we were passing I could see 
the river carry every sort of debris, 
broken planks, trees, etc. 
Just when we were in the mid-
dle of the bridge a huge tree came 
floating down the river. Its speed 
was about 30 miles. People who 
were standing at the railing were 
getting excited. From my seat I 
couldn't first make out what had 
happened. But when a tree was 
about to pass th« bridge I saw a 
white dog hanging on to the tree. 
. Just at that moment the tree 
struck a pillar of the bridge. 
Everything went with such a ter-
rific speed that I didn't even see 
what happened. When the tree 
came out from under the bridge 
on the other side, the dog was still 
on. It was saved miraculously. 
All the time, it was raining, 
which, however, did not keep the 
spectators from crowding to watch 
carefully everything that was 
speeding down the river. 
Finally, after a delay of some 
two hours ^ e were on the other 
side of the Potomac. When we ar-
rived at the bus station, the latest 
news was that the President had 
cancelled his trip South. On 
riving in New York, we were told 
that the Memorial Bridge had also 
been closed, two hours after 
crossed the Potomac River. 
Each week the Inquiring Reporter asks representative stu-
dents their opinions on pertinent questions. 
This week's Question: "What Did You Think of 
the Convocation?" 
Davitt Felder: It was about the first time in Chapel that 
anyone was really afraid to reach for his handkerchief to wipe 
the sweat from his brow. 
Betty Trevor: The many cameras, flashes, secret service 
badges aftd the too prominent press carried the occasion far 
beyond the sphere of the Chapel; but it was all very thrilling 
and marvelous publicity for Rollins. 
Art Brownell: I thought the servcie very fine and a great 
credit to Rollins. However, I'll stick to the Republican Party. 
Maybe because I couldn't see the President for policemen and 
Upper Division caps. 
Peggy Jennison: I'm a Democrat. I don't think (that's 
probably why I'm one) that anyone could hear what the 
President said with the grinding of cameras, G-men, news-
men and photographers were packed so tightly around him, 
that I couldn't see. But the lady in front of me had a cute 
hat—and I learned all about it in the news-reel. 
Henry Suck: The President's speech was good though rather 
superficial. He seemed to be enjoying the Convocation de-
spite flash-bulbs and noisy cameramen. 
Cathie Bailey: Frankly, I'm ashamed of myself—^but, Re-
publican though I be, the happy smile almost got me. My 
new Spring chapeau (see Schaperelli for details) is off to 
Dr. Holt for the scoop of the year. Now, at least, Rollins will 
have some followers among the Democrats. I never did see 
the President's parade out of Winter Park. There were a 
few too many soldiers in the way. 
Don Murray: Being a Democrat I thought the ceremony 
was excellent. I sincerely hope that the President's idea of 
Rollins students is somewhat better than that of the search-
ing government men. 
SOCIAL HIGULIGUTSi 
Kappa Kappa Gamma 
Entertains C o l l e g e 
With Formal Dance 
Delta Epsilon chapter of Kappa 
Kappa Gamma entertained with 
an all-college formal dance, Sat-
urday evening, March 28, at the 
Dubsdread Country Club. 
The attractive decorations c-̂ n-
sisted of dark and light blue bal-
loons and streamers, and a large 
lighted key. 
There were a number of out-of-
town guests and visiting friends 
of Kappa's. 
The chaperones included Mrs. 
Arthur McKean, Prof, and Mrs. 
Howard, Mr. and Mrs. Jack Mac-
Dowall, Dean and Mrs. Anderson 
and Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Clark. ' 
Music was furnished by the Mad 
Hatter's Orchestra from Stetson 
College. 
Many Visitors at Rollins 




(Continued from page 1, col. 4) 
ganization patriotic enough 
not to support the bonus bill, 
wrote, "You might achieve 
large results in combatting 
the greedy demands of vet-
For a few days during the first 
period of the meetings of the Lo-
carno powers at London, brief 
newspaper dispatches described a 
convention of labor delegates from 
15 countries who threatened to call 
36 million workers out on strike 
in the event of war. 
Thirty-six million striking 
civilians scattered through 15 
nations could easily be sup-
pressed, even if the 36,000,000 
were an unexaggerated figure. 
But the significance lies in the 
fact itself. The hardships of 
a general strike are by far 
preferrable to the horrors of 
war, and the realizatoin of this 
by labor organized for action 
is a new and desirable ap-
proach to world peace—de-
sirable because of its potential 
efficacy. 
Hopeful of becoming a United 
States Senator, Governor Floyd B. 
Olson of Minnesota thundered a 
proposal to amend the Constitu-
tion limiting the Supreme Court 
and paving the way to Government 
mership of industry. The speech 
as made in St. Paul last week. 
Aside from a personal opin-
ion that it is already constitu-
tional for the government to 
own and operate industry (cf. 
the TVA decision and the post 
office), this question, more 
popular than many of us rea-
lize, is being partially discuss-
ed in all Rollins varsity de-
bates this year, if you're in-
terested. 
Ballots for last Sunday's Ger-
man election, asked for by Hitler 
to prove the confidence of the Ger-
man people in his recent actions, 
were printed in a manner assur-
ing approval. There is space for 
only one mark—opposite the ap-
proval line. Blank ballots, with-
out a mark in this space, and bal-
lots marked not in an officially 
provided space are not counted by 
election rules. If you don't ap-
prove, your vote is never counted. 
There is no chance of defeat. 
In the last previous election, 
the ballots were marked to 
show only approval or disap-
proval of the Hitler regime. 
This was several years ago and 
then Germany was much criti-
cized because there was no al-
ternative to flat approval or 
disapproval permitted. The 
election was meaningless, for-
eign commentators pointed 
out. This election now is still 
less meaningful. It is a farce. 
For weeks floods have been de 
5troying life and property through 
out New England, New York, Nev 
Jersey, Pennsylvania, West Vir 
ginia, Ohio, Maryland, etc., and 
the Mississippi is a traditiona 
flood threat to many other states 
At the same time dust storms 
clouded sections further west dam 
aging crops and disrupting trans-
portation for a brief time. 
Press Elections to 
Be Held April 15 
(Continued from page 1, col. 3) 
his other extra-curricular activi-
For all of these positions candi-
dates must be members of the Up-
per Division of the college, and 
they must be in good standing, so-
cially and scholastically. 
The applications will be read at 
the meeting of the Union on or 
about April 15, and the candidates 
will be elected by a vote of present 
members. 
Further details concerning these 
positions may be secured from Mr. 
Brown or from the present editors 
and business managers. 
1936 Music Contest 
Is Held Last Week 
(Continued from page 1, col. 5) 
Limited supply of April Fool 
Candy. Also full line of jokes 
for A.iril Fool's Day. 
Magic Novelty Shop 
132 N. Orange Orlando 
Tennis Equipment 
Spaulding Racquets 
$2.50 and up 
Spaulding Approved Balls 
45c 
Buckingham Balls 
3 for $1 
Keds, White Ducks, Gabardine 
Shorts, Sport Shirts, Sweat Socks, 
Table Tennis Balls 
3 for 25c 
R. C. BAKER, Inc. 
*'at the corner, downtown" 
were first and second in Class B 
of the voice section. 
As for glee clubs, the Orlando 
Glee Club took first place in all 
three sections, boys, mixed and 
girls. The Lake Wales entry placed 
second in the mixed and girls sec-
tions. 
The St. Petersburg orchestra 
3n by a total of 87.5 points, those 
groups having been judged by the 
point system. 
Class A in each type of music 
included Juniors and Seniors, Class 
B, freshmen and sophomores, of 
the various high schools of Florida 
that competed. 
New Committee for 
Baker Museum Has 
Bi-annual Meeting 
The newly formed Visiting Com-
mittee of the Baker Museum had 
its first meeting on March 16. 
After lunch at the College Com-
mons, which was also attended by 
Dr. Holt, Dean Anderson, and Mr. 
Brown, the members of the com-
mittee went to the Baker Museum 
where the exhibits were inspected 
and various problems in connec-
tion with the Museum were dis-
cussed. 
The committee is composed of 
men who are interesting them-
selves in the development of the 
Museum, and upon whom Mr. Da-
vis, the director, may call for ad-
vice and suggestions. It is plan-
ned to have two meetings each 
year. Those on the committee are 
Mr. Jacob Washburn, Dr. Herbert 
Osborn, Dr. C. W. Stiles, Mr. H. 
S. Lyons, Mr. G. W. Woodbury, 
Mr. J. E. Spurr, Dr. W. H. Fox, 
Mr. R. B. Brabour, Mr. R. S. Ba-
ker, Mr J. E. Woods, Mr. J. E. 
Peabody, Prof. Stoller, all of 
Winter Park, and Prof. H. C. 
Beardslee of Altamonte Springs, 
Dr. H. T. Ferandle of Orlando, and 
Mr. C. R. Mason of Sanford. 
Chapel staff Meet 
Today at 5:30 P. M. 
There will be a very important 
meeting of the Chapel Staff in 
the choir room of the Chapel today 
at 5:30 o'clock. AH members are 
urged to attend. 
By Leah Jeanne Bartlett 
Now that the spring holiday 
over and the hot weather is really 
here to stay, Rollins is taking 
every opportunity to get out oi 
classes and into the sun. 
Marion Morrow, former Rollins 
student and' a member of Phi Mu 
visited the campus for several days 
during the past week. 
Mr. and Mrs. E. T. Brown left 
last Saturday afternoon, March 
28, for a trip to New York City. 
Kay Winchester had as h 
guests for five days last week, her 
sister, Dorothy, and Mary Kul-
lander. Mr. and Mrs. Winchester 
came up to Winter Park last 
Thursday and Mrs. Winchester ac-
companied Kay in her Senior Re-
cital. Last Friday, March 27, 
Malcolm Sewell, grand secretary 
of Sigma Nu, accompanied by A. 
H. Wilson, past regent, and Com-
mander Solomons of Stetson chap-
ter, were guests, of Rho Lambda 
Nu at a luncheon given at the col-
lege commons. 
Saturday, March 28, Paul Par-
ker, Tommy Pope, Paul Welch and 
Howard Lyman motored to Gaines-
ville to attend the Division con-
vention of Sigma Nu, and spent 
the week-end there as guests of 
the University of Florida chapter. 
Monday evening, March 30, the 
members of Alpha Phi celebrated, 
with an informal party, the birth-
day of Eleanora Roush. 
Dean Helen G. Sprague was in-
itiated into the Order of Libra last 
Monday, March 30. 
Reed Whittle of Gainesville was 
a week-end visitor on the cam.pus. 
Mary Rickey of St. Louis, Mo., 
has been visiting friends in Win-
ter Park. 
Mrs. T. J. Morris (Betty Cur-
rier '34), has been visiting in Win-
ter Park recently. 
Conservatory Notes 
According to our astute report-
r Dante Bergonzi: 
Hazel Bowen returned from New 
York where she had several impor-
tant auditions. They were most 
successful and Hazel stands a good 
chance of getting into the Julliard 
Graduate School after her gradua-
tion from Rollins. 
Bud Howland also returned from 
New York but his was a different 
type of business. He took a few 
lessons in millinery and returned 
with several chic chapeaux for 
his feminine following. 
Serenading has become the new-
est outdoor sport for some of the 
gents at the "Con". One of the 
midnight ramblers "was the child 
prodigy who walked off with all 
the honors for the violin playing at 
the state-wide contest held over 
the week-end." 
The next war will be won by 
the nation having the best gaso-
line, says Dr. Merrell R. Fenske of 
Pennsylvania State College. 
Choir Practice to 
Be Held Saturday 
It has been announced that 
there will be no choir practice on 
Tuesday or on Thursday, due to 
Mr. Honaas' absence from the 
campus. However a practice will 
be held in the chapel Saturday, 
April 4, at 6:30 o'clock. 
Senior Recital of 
Miss Winchester is 
H e l d Thursday 
Katherine Winchester gave her 
senior recital in music at the Wo-
men's Club last Thursday night, 
March 26. She was accompanied 
by her mother, Helen Hill Win-
chester. 
First on the program Miss Win-
chester sang "Widmung" by Schu-
n, "Breit uber mein Haupt dein 
Schwarzes Haar" by Strauss, 
Winter Nacht" also by Strauss, 
Allnachtlich im Traume" of Schu-
nann, and "Meine Liebe ist Grun" 
by Brahms. 
Following this group Miss Win-
chester gave "Un Bel di Vedremo" 
1 "Madame Butterfly" by Puc-
The third group consisted of 
French songs, "Memory" by Thom-
, "Ritournelle" by Chaminade, 
lai Lull" by Coquard, "Les 
lies de Cadix" by Delibes. 
English songs constituted the 
it set, there being six of them 
on Miss Winchester's program. 
"Tell Me, 0 Blue Sky" by Giannini, 
"Nightingale Lane" by Barnett, 
"The Time of Parting" by Had-
ley, "0 Cease Thy Singing, Maiden 
Fair" by Rachmaninoff with violin 
obbligato by Dante Bergonzi, 
"Shoes" by Manning, and "Song of 
the Sea" by Golde. 
For encores she sang "Moon 
Marketing" by Weaver, and "My 
Governess" by Leoni. 
New England colleges recently j 
held the ninth annual model 
League of Nations session at Wil-
liams. 
Joint Recital By 
Bowen and Parker 
Thursday Evening 
On Thursday evening, April 2, 
the Rollins Conservatory of Music 
will present Lillias Parker, pianist, 
and Hazel Bowen, mezzo-soprano 
in a joint recital at the Women's 
Club. The program will be as fol-
lows: 
Chorale: "Fi*euet Euch, ihr 
Christen alle" (Bach-Phillips); 
Sonata in A Major (Galuppi); An-
dantino ; Allegro; Presto; Miss 
Parker. 
Du Ring an meinem Finger 
(Schumann), Es muss ein Wunder-
bares sein (Liszt), Si mes vers 
avaient des ailes (Hahn), Ah! mon 
fils! from "Le Prophets" (Meyer-
beer), Miss Bowen. 
Danse de Puck, Voiles (Debus-
sy), Scherzo, Op. 31, in B flat 
inor (Chopin), Miss Parker. 
The Crying of Water (Camp-
bell-Tipton), Charity (Hageman), 
Little Brown Owl (Buzzi-Pec-
a), The Cry of Rachel (Salter), 
iss Bowen. 
Emelie Sellers Dougherty, ac-
mp^nist. 
Pi Beta Phi Will 
Give All-College 
Dance Saturday 
Next Saturday evening, April 4, 
Pi Beta Phi sorority is entertain-
ing the student body with an all-
college dance. 
The dance is to be held from 
nine to one o'clock at the Dubs-
dread Country Club. 
Children who will be unsuccess-
ful in later life can be spotted at 
the age of six, says Dr. J. W. M. 
Rothney of Harvard. 
Excess of religious fervor rare-
ly leads to insanity, according to 
Dr. E. W. Twitchell, University of 
California neuropsychiatrist. 
Don't Forget! Summer sta-
tionery and visiting cards, 100 
cards and new plate, Sl.6.^. 
Rollins Press Store 
New York University has ; 
Ily refused an invitatioi 
attend Heidelberg University's 
elebration in June. 
'The "Age of Heroes" 
with us.' 
lo r i|Our 
Easter vacations are short and you'll 
vrAnl to make the most of these balmy. 
Spring days. Frequent departures, fast 
through and local service in clean, cozy 
buses give you more vacation at less cost. 
. Jacksonville $ 2.50 Tampa $ 1.75 
' Daytona Beach . 1.30 Lakeland — 1.25 
N.2W York 17.90 Chicago _. - - 18.51 
U N I O N BUS S T A T I O N 
;amilton Hotel 
9179, J. H. An 
nORIPAMOTORllMH 
STUDENTS! 
A highly specialized Laundry and 
Dry Cleaning Service—Don't take 
chances with your clothes. 
AMERICAN LAUNDRY & 
CLEANING CO. 
Campus Agent—BILL CARMODY—Phone 81-W 
BABY GRAND 
THEATRE 
NOW PLAYING THRU THURSDAY 
Filmed in 
Technicolor! 
Remington Portable. Special 
terms. $.3.00 down, $3.00 per 
Make writing easy with a new 
Remington Rand Agency 
41-43 W. Washington St. 
Phone 3473 Orlando, Fla. 







FRED STONE - - SPANKY McFARLAND 
FRIDAY ONLY 
PHIL STRONG'S 
"FARMER IN THE DELL' 
WITH 




Fine Swis.s Watch 
Repairing 
Parkfer Pens 
Hamilton and Elgin 
Watches 
Grover Morgan 
The Students Jeweler 
COLONIAL STORE 
Guarantee for Your Health 
and Its Purity 
Southern Dairies 
Ice Cream 
Good Housekeeping and Seal-
test System Laboratory Pro-
tection Emblems. 
It's the Fashing to 
Give a Gift from 
There's an exquisite Eliza-
beth Arden cosmetic for all 
those important people on your 
Easter gift list. A special rep-
resentative fairly dotes on help-
ing you with your selections, 
and will quite approve of your 
buying yourself an Easter gift, 
too. 
Yowell-Drew's 
